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**Summary:**  
Coronal jets and plumes are ubiquitous examples of reconnection in the solar corona as well as possible important contributors to the solar wind. The goal of this proposal is to provide the observational support and data analysis tools needed to address the following outstanding questions with respect to coronal jets and plumes.

(1) What is the connection between coronal jets and plumes? How do jets and bright points (BP) at the plume base influence its life cycle, evolution, and variability? Using focused dynamics studies concentrating on single events of simultaneous jets and plumes, including but not limited to, light curves and the evolution of differential emission measures, we will address the jet/plume relationship.

(2) What is the contribution of jets and plumes to the solar wind in terms of mass, energy and heat input? Are jets and plumes the main mechanism for mass and energy input in open flux regions? These are addressed by statistical studies of the physical properties of jets and plumes, such as velocities, sizes, lifetimes and column densities based on SDO, Hinode, and STEREO data.

(3) What are the necessary parameters of jets and plumes that are needed for modeling of these phenomena? This issue will be addressed by focused topological studies of individual jets and plumes locations of energy release, energy distribution and propagation in jets and subsequent propagation of jets and plumes in AIA "coronograph" movies.
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